
THE·FUTURE OF 


New research suggests HIVis 
not anewvirus but an old one 
that grew deadly. Can we 
turn the process around? 
BY GEOFFREY COWLEY 

en years ago, Benjamin B. got· what 
have been a death sentence. Hos

pitalized for colon surgery, the Austra
lian retiree received a blood transfusion 
tainted with the AIDS virus. That he's 
alive at all is remarkable, bu t that'sonly 
halfof the story. Unlike most long-term 

HIV survivors, he has suffered no symptoms and no 
loss of imm une function. He's as healthy today as he 
was in 1983-and celebrating his 81st birthday. 
Benjamin B. is just one of five patients who came to 
the attention Of Dr. Brett Tindall, an AIDS re
searcher at the University of New South Wales, as 
he was preparing a routine update on transfusion
related HIV infections last year. All five were in
fected by the same donor. And seven to 10 years 
later, none has suffered any effects. 

The donor turned out to be a gay man who had 
contracted the virus during the late 1970s or early 
'80s, then given blood at least 26 times before learn
ing he was infected. After tracking him down, Tindall learned, to 
his amazement, that the man was just as healthy as the people who 
got his blood. "We knowthatHlV causes AIDS," Tindall says. "We 
also know thata few patients remain well for long periods, but 
we've never known why. Is it the vitamins they take? Is it some 
gene they have in common? This work suggests it has more to do 
with the virus. I think we've found a harmless strain." 

He may also have found the viral equivalent of a fossil, a clue to 
the origin, evolution and future ofthe AIDS epidemic. HIV may 
not be a new and inherently deadly virus, as is commonly assumed, 
but an old one that has recently acquired deadly tendencies: In a 
forthcoming book, Paul Ewald, an evolutionary biologist at Am
herst College, argues that HIV may have infected people benignly 
for decades. even centuries, before it started causing AIDS. He 
traces its virulence to the social upheavals of the 1960s and '70s, 
which not only sped its movement through populations but re
warded it for reproducing more aggressively within the body. 

The idea may sound radical, but it's not just flashy speculation. 
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BEATING HIV AT ITS OWN GAME: Yung-Kang Chow and assistant Debra Merrill 
'-;:

It reflects a growing awareness that parasites, like everything 
else in nature, evolve by natural selection, changing their char
acter to adapt to their environments. Besides transforming our 
understanding of AIDS, the new view could yield bold strategies 
for fighting it. Viruses can evolve tens of thousands of times 
faster than plants or animals, and few evolve as fast as HIV. 
Confronted by a drug or an immune reaction, the virus readily 
mutates out of its range. A few researchers are now trying to 
exploit that very talent, using drugs to force HIV to mutate until 
it can no longer function. A Boston team, led by medical student 
Yung-Kang Chow, made headlines last month by showing that 
the technique works perfectly in a test tube. Human trials are 
now in the works, but better drug treatment isn't the only hope 
rising from an evolutionary outlook. If rapid spread is what 
turned HIV into a killer, then condoms and clean needles may 
ultimately do more than prevent new infections. Used widely 
enough, they might drive the AIDS virus toward the benign form 
sighted in Australia. 
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I. Where did HIV come froin? . 
Viruses are the' ultimate parasites. Unlike b8.cteria, which 

absorb nutrientS, excrete .wasteaiid reproduCe I by dividing,'. 
they have no life of their own. They're.mere shredsofgeneC' 
ic information, encoded in DNA or RNA,' that can integrate . 
themselves into a living cell aDd'u~e its machinery t(). run 

settled that ·~~e. In one caS~, reported last summer by . the 
Centers for' Disease Control,a lab technician at a primate-re
search center jabbed herselfwith a: needle. containing blood from 
an 'fufeeted macaque ..The'irifeqtion didn't tak.Hhe produced 
antibodies to SIVonly for'a few morith,s--:1:J,ll,t~.b~'y(~just lucky .. 
Another lab work~r, who handled monkey tissues while suffering 

off copies of themselves. Where. th~ first ',one came from is ...froni skin' lesions; has rema.inedSIV~positive for two years. In a 
anyone's guesS, but today's viruses are, like' any pla:Qt or recent survey of 472 blOOd samples drawn from primate han
animal, simply descendants of earlier forms.···. . health officials found that three of those tested positive 

Most scientists agree .. .,::~tt~,;:(.,\';'~j)'i·'i;;.f~~r;,;:r;t;1ii;~;.~ifj:;irP;58[f~'1l:i~~~·k!t;,~iJ~:.' "i>:''{'j~''{');It:~';f?!~:::;;'~oil' as well. No one knows 
that the human immu-, whether the people with 
nodeficiency viruses- SIV eventually develop 
HIV-1, and HIV-~are AIDS, but the potential 
basically ape or mon- Jor cross-species trans-
key viruses. Both HIVs. mission is now clear. 
are genetically similar Far less clear is when 
to viruses found in Am- the first.·such trans-
can prhriates,the::'s(}' miSsion took place: The 
called SIVs. In. fact, :as most common view holds 

. the acconipanyingtree . ~hat,since AIDS is. a' 
illustrates; the ~:,H1Ys·. 'new' epidemic; ~'the ' . re-
have 'm6re' ',.. . . sponsillie. vkUses .~uBt.'V, ". 

Withsimiaii' 	 ~"h8:ve' centered 'humans 
they cio - , . :; 	 Withm.tlie ~t few'dec-

adEl£l.~. T4at'~a reasonable 
suspicion, but it raises a 
sticky question .. Why, 'if 
peopl~',have- beeD: .han

, : dling prim~as in 
:.' 'for thousffudS:Of 
" . did SIV t8.ke until 

Jit~p ~JlE'9~~!~!~Ij~~~~~,~:,:. :<m~..t"'~~·~'''·.'·l. 

. . ·.l:U'gue, ,'.ex-' 
;.. ample,. that AIDS 'was 
I'";spawnedby ~ polio-vacci
" Dation program carried 
:...out in Africa during the 
. late 1950s: During that 
four-year effort, 325,000 

. . Africans received an oral 
no great reseni . to . polio vaccine produced in 
HIV-2 or .the.monkey 'kidney Cells from Afri
SIVs,'butit'swirysiriiilar cangreen monkeys. Even 
to SIV cpz, a. yirriS:rkov- if the vacCine was, con
ered in 1990 from a Wild taminated with.·SIV-
chimpanzee in the West ,·which hasn't been eatab-
African nation ofGabon:-" ""'" ",:,.?,:=., .-...~:,. '. ;1 •• :~., ';"'\''fI''??;'~~~':::':\i''~'<'''''''; ". ILLU~T10!,!,BY~!l,~ 'lished-blaming it· .for 

The prevailing .theory. HIV SEXTENDED FAMILY, Today sViruses are. descendants of earlier forlM,,'. .. AIDS would.be hasty. For 
I 
I 

holds that. humanS were . ' T~ls family tree shows that the human'AIDS ViruseS, HIV-1 and HIV-2, are. ~~~. '.the SIVsfound in Afri

.1 
'1 

nrst infected througnidi;, .. ~I~~~il~I~.~~~,~~. ~r:us~s!o.~nd I~ ~rimat~~~!~,~;SlVs). t.~~.t~.~~~h.~!~~r.•.,:·: .' can green nl(;rikeys bear 
rect contact' ·With ·,-;'Pri-\,~/··kft;:~;I·~1;,~~;,.:;,:l'5·~~,.i;·i.:·§'f;-". " ,",:,:~.,,: ., :":p,~: ;.,.~,,:,;\t;;l';.r;:; . ,',,:.;.J " . :::;< too little resemblance to 
mates, and that the SIVs theY:~~t;~cb:;d.have since 'dive~geid;; . FIIV~L'th~ pri~a;Y human AIDS virus, to be its likely progeni
varying degrees from their. ancestors. Wspossible, of course, that 
the HIV s Iilnd SIVs evolved separately, or even that humans were 
the original carriers. But the priniates-to-people scenario.has.a 
couple of points in its favor. First, the SIV s'are more varied than 
the HIVs, which suggests they've been evolving longer .. Second, 
it's e~ier to imagine people beinginfected by chimps or monkeys 
than vice versa. Humans have hunted and handled other 'pri
mates for thousands of years. Anyone :who was bitten or 
scratched, or who cut himself butchering an animal, could have 
gotten infected. . 

Until recently, it ·was unclear whether people could contract 
SlV directly from primates, but a couple of recent accidents have 
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tor: In order to link HIV-1 to those early lots of polio vaccine, 
someone would have to show that they contained.a monkey virus 
never yet fourid in actual morikeys.·:·::';'· .•.~.,{. :::": . 

The alternative view-that the HIVs are old viruses-is just as 
hard to prove, but it requires fewer tortured assumptions. Dr. Jay 
Levy, an AIDS, researcher at the University of California, .San 
Francisco, puts it this way: "We know:that all these other 
primates harbor lentiviruses [the class that includes the SIVs 
and HIVs). Why should humans be any exception?" lithe HIVs 
were on hand before the AIDS epidemic began, the key ques
tion is not where they came from but whether they always callsed 
the disease .. 

http:would.be


II. Was HIV'once less deadly? 
If HIV had always caused AIDS, one would expect virus and 

. illness to emerge together in the historical record. Antibodies to 
HIV have been detected in rare blood samples dating back to 1959, 
yet the first African AIDS cases were described in the early 19808, 
when the disease started decimating.the cities of Rwanda, Zaire, 
Zambia and Uganda. When Dr. Robert Biggar, an epidemiologist 
at the National Cancer Institute, pored over African hospital 
records lookipg for earlier descriptions ofAIDB-like illness, he 
didn't find any. It's possible, of course, that the disease was there 
all along, juSt too rare to be recognized as a distinct condition. But 
the alternative view is worth considering. There are intriguing. 
hints thafHIV hasn't always bOOn so deadly, . .::;," ,t:l.i/ '.. 

Any population of living things, from fungi to rhlllOceri; iiI-. 
eludes genetically varied individuals, which pass essential traits 
8long:to their progeny. As Charles Darwin discerned more't1i8.n a 
century ago, the individuals best designed to exploit a particular 
environmen~ tend to produce the greatest niimber viable off
spring. Asgenerations pass, beneficial tirutS" " '. 
become more and more pervasivein the pop- '. 
ulation~ Tlie~'s no univers8J recipe for re- . 
produCtive·.sucCess; different environments 
favor different traits: But' by preseiviIlg' 
some ancfdiBCarcihlg others, every enViron
ment molilitthe species it support8..'(\:\:~;"~· 
.. virU.iieSiiNii't exempt from the p~oCess. . 

Their'purPOSe: from a Darwinian perspec

tive, is.Simply to·make as many copieiHlf 

themselves as they can. Other things bemg' 

equal,' thOse 'that replicate fastest will· be-' 

come the mOst plentiful within the host, and 

so stand,.thebest chance of infecting other 

hosts on'cont8.cLButthere's a catch., If a 

microhereproouces too .aggressively inside 

its host;:ordnvades too many differentitig.: .. 

sues, it~Y.lilllthe host-and itself-with-' . 

'out getting ;passe3.,illong at.all..The .most 

successful ~;tp.en, is not necessarily.the ,'. 

most or,the.least virulent: It's one that.ex- : 

ploits itS hOst most effectively.;;;;!··.; '::::!ri~ 


As Ewald and othershave'shown,;,that 
mandate 'caD. drive. different microbes: to 
very different levels of nastlllesS. Because 
they travel via social contact betweenpoo
pIe, cold and flu viruses can't normally 
afford to immobilize us. To stay in bUsiness, 
they need hosts who are out coughing, sneez
ing, shaking hands imd sharingpencilS:.But the incentives change 
when a parasite has other ways of getting around. Consider tuber
culosis or diphtheria: Both deadly diseases are caused by bacteria 
that can survive for weeks or months outside the body. They can 
reprOduce aggressively in.the host, ride a cough into the external 
environment, then wait patiently for another host to come along. 
Bythe same token, a parasite thatcan travel from person to person 

. via mosquito or some other vector has little reason to be gentle. As 
long as nuilaria sufferers can still feed hungry mosquitoes, their 
misery·is oflittle consequence to the microbe. Indeed, a host who 
can't wield afly swatter may be preferable to one who can. 

These patterns aren'tl-set in stone. A shift in circumstances may 
push a normally mild-mannered parasite toward virulence, or vice 
versa. One of the most devastating plagues in human history was 
caused bya'mere influenza virus, which swept the globe in 1918, 
leaving 20 million, corpses in its wake~ Many experts still regard 
the disaster as an accident, triggered by the random reshuffling of 
viral genes. But from an evolutionary perspective, it's no coinci
dence that the flu grew so deadly when it did. World War I was 
raging hi 1918. Great numbers of soldiers were huddled in. the 
European trenches, where even the most ravaged host stood an 

excellent chance of infecting many others: For a flu virus, the . 
incentives favoring restraint would have vanished in those cir
cumstances. Rather than rendering the host useless, extreme 
virulence would simply make him more infectious. 

Ewald suspects that HIV.has recently undergone a similar 
transformation. Unlike influenza viruses, which infect cells in the 
respiratory tract and spread through coughs and sneezes, the 
HIVsinsinuate themselves into white blood cells. Infected cells 
(or the new viru,ses they produce) can pass between people,but 
Oldy during sex or other exchanges of body fluid. Confined to an 
isolated population where no carrier had numerOU8sex partners,a 
virus like HIV would gain nothing from replicating aggressively 
within the body; it would do best to lie low, leaving the host alive 
and mildly infectious for many years. But if people's sexual net
works suddenly expand~.I;.~.i".· . ","''';':.:', '':',), ' c 

ed, fresh hosts would be.: 
come more plentiful, and 
infected hosts more. dis- '. 

'" • '. "," ,r~r""<~~~.~:!:~~~~?;~.:' \:'~'~"i" ;fr::H:::<~ : 
pensable. An HIV strain that replicated wildly might kill people in 
three years instead of 30,but, by making theDl more infectious 
while they lasted, it would still come out ahead. .... ; . . ..' 

Is that.what actually happened? There's noqueationthat social 
changes have hastened the spread of HIV. Starting in the 1960s, 
war, tourism an~ commercial trucking forced the ~utsideworld on 
Africa's once .isolated vill~ges. At the same. time, drought and 
industrialization prompted mass migrations from the countryside 
into newly teeming cities. Western monogamy had never been 
common in Africa, but as the French medical historian' Mirko 
Grmek notes in his book "History mAIDS," urbanization shat
tered social structures that had long constrained sexual behavior. 
Prostitution exploded, and venereal disease flourished. Hypoder
mic needles came into wide use during the same period, creating 
yet another mode of infection. Did these trends actually turn a 
chronic but relatively benign infection into a killer? The evidence 
is circumstantial,.but it's hard to discount., 

IfEwald is right, and HIV's deadliness is acorisequence of its 
rapid spread, then the nastiest strains should show up in the 
populations where it's moving the fastest. To a surprising degree, 
they do. It's well known, for example,thatHIV-2 is far less virulent 
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than HIV-1. "Going on what we've seen so 
far, we'd have to say that HIV-1 causes 
AIDS in 90 percent ofthose infected, while 
HIV-2 causes AIDS in 10 percent or less," 
says Harvard AIDS specialist Max Essex; : ;;, 
"Maybe everyone infected with HIV -2 will' ',< 

progress to AIDS after 40 or 50 years, but 
,that's still in the realm of reduced viru
lence."'From Ewald's perspective, it's no 
surprise that HIV-2, the strain found in 
West Africa, is the gentle one. West Africa ' 
has escaped much of the war, drought and' 
urbanization that fueled the spread of 

,HIV·1 in the central and eastern parts of' 
the continent. "HIV-2appearstobeadapt-', 
ed for slow transmission in areas with low- ' 
er sexual contact;:' he concludes, "and' ,,' 
HIV-1 for more rapid transmission in ar-': : 
eas with mgher sexual contact."· , 

The same pattern shows up in the way 
each virus afi'ects different populations: 
HIV-2 appears particularly mild in the', 
stable and isolated West African nation of" 
Senegal. After following a group of Sene-;". 
galese pr(lstitutes for six years, Harvard ',:, 
researchers found that those testing posi-' , 
tive for HIV-2 showed virtually no sign of " 
illness. In laboratory tests, researchers at 
the University of Alabama found that ... ' .. ",~ ~"".;,:.<! 1'"""c," v.t''tHr, :.0"", RICHARD HOWARD 

Senegalese HIV-2 didn't even' kill white" ANEW VIEW: Ewald argues that a Darwinian perspictlve can enrich our thinking about AIDS 
blood cells when allowed to infect them in' " ~Jct~:':l~'~~'l:,::.~· :::i.'i5:~t:i-:: ;:,",;{;r;>~~~~~S';~~~i;'~:i.~'~ii~!i:~~;~r~::(.lil; '~;!J;: I;~f~";' 
a test tube. YeLHIV-2 isa killer in the ,more urban and Jess , -~,~'~ ~ r~e,of.potenti8lS:obut·we can't'yet.Say just what 
tradition-bound'Ivory"Coast:.In a survey of hospitalpatientS',jn ';~p~eB8u~,!Il'eI~,~dea to'gener,ate a pm.icular outCoinef:!m-;i;~l<;[:;; 

17 percent. '.< "~,,,2"-·;,, 'Ewald's hypotheses.a~ut 1.IIVwith the same kind of precision. 

. '.r.:~;'~·J. ~Jrq;:t~~.:'tjr,£f~:,·#:}.r.;:IT~,; ':". :':::.,;,';:7 > .... 

" ,-!},' , 

the city of Abidjap;researcheri! from the U.S. Centers foiDiseliSe." 
Control foundthar HIV-2 ,was associated with AIDS nearly'~ 
often asHIVf.H~~~~ji~1;!:',.;.;li'tf}';;>W;;W},'~';i'o; , ';". : ",' .,.'" ' "~ 

:'Tbe variations withinHIV-1 are less clear-cut, but they, W(I, 
lend support to Ewald's idea. Though 'the evidence is mixed, there 
are hints that IV. drug users (whose transmission rates have 
remained high for the pas~ deeade) may'be contracting deadlier 
strains ofHIV~1 tllan gay, men (whose transmission rates have 
plummeted). in a 1990 study of,iDfected gay men, fewer than 8 
percent of those not recelVing 'earJy.treatment developed AIDS 
each year. In a more recent study of IV drug users, the proportion 
of untreated carriers developing AIDS each year was more than 

Together, these disparities suggest that HIV assumes different 
personalities. in different·.settings, becoming more aggressive 
when it's traveling rapialy through a popUlation. But because so 
many factOrs affect the health of infected people, the strength of 
theconnectionisunclear:~'ThisisexactIytherightwayto-think

I 
about virulence," says. virologist Stephen Morse of New York's I 

I Rockefeller,UniVersitj7'Virulence should be dynamic, not static. 
;1 The question is, how'dynamic? We know that a pathogen like HIV 

i I 

,~The00St answers to Morse's questlon may come from laboratory 
'stlidie,B.,A handful of biologists are now devising test-tube experi
ments to see more precisely how transmission rates shape a para
site's character; ZOOlogiSt James Bull ofthe University of Texas at 
Austin has shown, for example, that Ii bacteriophage (a virus,that 
infects bacteria) kills bacterial' cells with great abandon when 
placed in a test tube and'giv~n plenty ofnew cells to infect. Like 
HIV in a large, active sexual network, itcan afford to killindividu
alhosts without wiping itself out in the process. Yet the same virus 
becomes benign when confined to individual cells and their off
spring (a situation perhaps akin topre-epidemic HIV's). With a 
good animal model, researchers might someday manage to test 

: ..', :,~':",:, ~,,::;.,:, ;' i';:'" " . 

III. GanHIV be tamfid?1-i;~1,~;f~i:.;f'J:::!Ci" t"!;;!: <, , 
Until recently" medical sCience,seemed well on its way to oon

trolling the microbial world:'Yet after 10 years and billions of 
dollars in research, HIV still has scientists,over a barrel..The 
secret of its success'can be summed, up in one word: mutability. 
Because HIV's method of replication is so error prone (its genes 
mutate at a million times the rate of our own), it produces extreme
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ly varied offspring, even within 
• an individual host. Whenever a 
drug or immune response,suc
cessfully attacks one variant, 
another arises to flourish inits 
place. Even when an AIDS drug 
works broadly enough to check 
HIV's growth, it rarely wOl'ks 
for long; AZT, for example, can 
help prevent symptoms for a 
couple of years. But people on 
AZTstillget AIDS, as the viral 
populations in their bodies 
evolve toward resistant forms. 

There may not be a drug or 

vaccine onearth thatcould sub

due such a protean parasite. 

But from Ii Darwinian perspec

tive, killing HIV is not the only 


, way to combat AIDS. We know 
the Virus clianges rapidly ml'e
sPouse to outside pressures. 
Logic suggests that ifwe simply 
applied the right 'pressures
within a community, or even 
within' a' patient's body-:-we 
, might begin to tame it. . 

It's well known that condoms 
arid clean needles cansave lives 
by preventing HIV infection. 
From an evolutionary perspec
tive, ther~ 'is every reason\to 
th.i.nkthey could do more. Used~~',' 
widely enough, those same humble 
Virus toward more benevolen(fornls,'oy.depnvmg 
lent stramsof the high tranSmisSion ' need to survive. 
Gay' mati are already engaged in thai exercise. Studies suggest 
that, thankS to safer sex, 'the' rate~of new infections among gays 
declined five:. to tenfold during the 1980s:'There are tantalizing 
hints thatHIV has grown less noxiowfin the same population 
over the 88:me periOd. In a 1991 silidy.:"researchers at the Nation
al Institutes of Health (NIH) calculated the rates at which infect
ed people from difi'erent risk groups were developing AIDS each 
year: They found that as of 1987, the rate declined sharply among 
gay men,suggesting the virus was takirig longer to cause illnesS. 
Part of the change was due to AZT, which can 'delay the onset of 
symptoms~ But when the NIHresearcrwrs' corrected for AZT use, 
,there :was still a mysteriousshorl.8ge:.of AIDS cases. From 
Ewald's\jewpoint,: the shortfall was, not'only unsurprising but 
predictabIe:::~"~'~':;.; .:':'<'1 :;~:.":,;..:rl\"'<f.:,:~;g;;:"i.'~i~~;:;;-':;.I·"d,'i f,';:: ,,(;', . 

HowUir cOuld such a trend be pushed? Would broader, better 
. 'efforts eventually turn todaY's deadliest HIV-l'intO 

SOlllletlllD,g as Seneg8I's HIV -21 No.one knows. But the 
dOlneSltli!llltnl2" the '.' ~even partially, should' 

• • ..I.....". > • 

excite public-health officials. 
Condoms and clean needles are 
exceedingly cheap medicine, 
They can save lives even ifthey 
fail to change the course of evo
lution-and judging from the 

, available evidence, they might 
well succeed. . ,., 

In the meantime, more than 
12 million people are carrying 
today's HIV, and those who get 
AIDS 'are still dying, Fortu

, nately, as Yung-Kang Chow 
and his colleagues at Mas
sachusetts General Hospital 
showed last month, there's 
more than one way to manipu
late viral evolution. The·re
searchers managed, in a test
tube experiment, to outsmart 
HIV. at its own game. Their 
trick was ,to combine three 
drugs-AZT, ddl 'andpyridi~ 
.none-that disarril' the same 
'part of. the viruS (an enzyme 
called reverse transcriptaSe). 

I • Any of those drugs can foil 
HIV's efforts to colonize' host 
cells. When'HIV: encounters 
them individulilly, or even' in 

, pairs, itgradually.mutates into 
:resistant . forms and goos;,on 
.about, its business. But each 

virus slightly less efficient-and as Cho'Y~s 
'group demonstrated, there comes a point where mutation itSelf 
hobbles' the' virus (chart),' By engineering an'HIV mutant .thiit 
contained three difi'erent mutations (one in response to each of,the 
three drugs), the researchers ended up with a virus.that waSJ90 
deformed to function at all. If virgin HIVcan't.functionin:the 
presence of the three dru~d iftriply mutated HIV,can't 
function at all-then.the thrOO-drug re~en should, theoretical
ly,dowondersforpatients.-".:, ..;, "',;l;::~"":::' '. ;.,.' 

It's a long way from the test tube to the clinic; many treatments 
have shown great proniise in lab experiments, only to prove 
ineffective or highly toxic in people, Upcoming clinical trials will 
determine whether patients actually beliefitfrom Chow'scombi- . 
nation of drugs. The beauty of the new approach, however, is that 
it's not limited to any particular combination. While the Boston 
team exPeriments with drugs direciedagainst reverse transcrip
tase, researchers at New York) Aaron Diamond AIDS Research 
Center are trying the same tack against another will target (an 
enzyme called proteaae). "This Virus has impressed us again and 
again with its ability to change," says Dr, DavidHo, director of the 
Aaron Diamond Center. "It alwayshaB Ii new strategy to counter 
:::,.;~l-::.,. ~'~i~~:};i: ,'! '.: 1~:::"P-::' ~'l:"" ., ";t~·':~.~:.:I.f~!"i': h'p'?,:;'!, •~~,i~:, ~~ ". . ,': ...,:,: 'r.: 
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our efforts. Now: we're asking it chain of infection unless, it 
to make a trade-off. We're say- can survive independently of 
ing, 'Go ahead and mutate, be- its host. ;., '. " ,: " 
cause we think that ifyou mu- More worrisome is a' virus 
tate in the right place, you'll do like HTLY, a relative of HIV 
less damage to the patient'." thai, infects the same elassof 

blood cells and is riding· the 
IV. Can the next AIDS 'same waves through new,popu
be avoided? , lations. Though recognized 


The forces that brought us only since the 1970s,' the 
this plague,can surely bring us HTLVs (HTLV -1 and HTLV-2) 
others. By encroaching on rain appear to be anciellJ. About 
forests and wilderness areas, one in 20 HTLV-1 infections 
humanity is placing itself in leads eventually to leukemia, 
ever-closer' contact with other lymphoma or a paralyzingneu
animal species and their ob- rologic disorder, called TSr. 
acure, deadly parasites. Other The virus, is less aggressive 
activities, from irrigation to than HIV-1-it typically takes 
the construction of dams and several decades to cause any 
cities, can create new diseases .illne~but ".i~, vir,ulence 
by expanding the range of the ,,,seems to vary ,markedly. from 
rodents or insects that .car- " one setting to thenext. Inc'Ja
ry them. Stephen Morse, the ,.::Pan,.,thEl,lITt~~relate«~~ 
Rockefeller virologist, studies . . ", "'"cers,typi~lly ,show up,in~6(} 
the movement of microbes among who were ' by their. mothers in',the wombtJn 
worries that human activities are spe~gthe flow of viral traffic. the Caribbean, where the,virus is more often transmitted through 
More than a dozen new diseases have shown up in humans since sex,:the average latency is much shorter. Irs not unusu~l,for 
the 19608, 'nearly all of them the result 'of once exotic parasites people to develop symPtOmsin their 408. ,;.~;\i;~~;: :"\'f.;',,~,.~::'7., '" :, " 
exploiting new opportunities. "The primary problem," Morse con- . ., H']:'J,N may not mutate as readily as,HIV, but it is subject t() the 
eludes, "is no longer virological but 8OCial:';~~.',.~j~:'~Z;;~r;i:;:,~';'~;':':' , ':, same natural forces. Ifhuman activities can tUrn one virus into a 

The Ebola ,virus is often cited as an example ,or-the' ,glob8J.killer, it's only prudent to suspect they could do the same 
spooky pathogens in our future. The virus first'struck in August, to 'another. "HTLV is a threat,", says Ewal4, "not because, it bas 
1976, when a trader,arrived at a mission hospital in ,northern escaped from some seeluded source, but because it D.l~y ,~v'<?J:ve 
Zaire: fever raging and blood oozing from every orifice. Within increased virulence.~,HTLV·1 is,onlyonetenth ag,prevalentas 
dayS the man died, and nearly half of the nurses. at the hospi- HIV in the United States, but it has gained a str~llg foothoJd 
tal 'were stricken. Thirty-nine died, and:as hospital patients ,among IV drug users, whose shared needles are apert'e~t.br~-
cOntracted the virus; it spread to 58' neighboring'villages. ing ground for virulent strains:'~~:'\:':'''':iJ}1l!;c;i,·!(~'It:,'·:,",;, :;mi':rii'.".:r.O!l:f.'~" 

,Eooul"fe'ver ended up striking 1,000 people in Zaire and nearby No one knows whether HTLV, could cause an epidemic :lUte 
,SUdan:lill.ling 500. Epidemiologists feared it would spread more' AIDS. Fortunately;we don't ha~~ ,to wait passively to find ,out. 
widely, but ,the outbreaks subsided as quickly as they had begun. .we're beginning to see how our;actioI)S mold the character ofour 
'From a Darwinian perspective, that's no great surprise. A para- parasites. No one saw the lastf;ipidemic co~ing. This time, that:s ' 
site, that kills that rapidly has little chance of sustaining a notanexcUse., " , ':~'i.;"t:':~j,'·r::~L"" " •• 

" ' 
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Stephens Enterprises, Inc. 
Stephens Building 


111 Center Street, Suite 1616 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 


February 18, 1993 

Ms. Carol Rasco 
Assistant to the President 
Domestic Policy 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Carol: 

I sincerely appreciated your call yesterday offering to set up a 
roundtable meeting at the White House between Mr. Stephens, 
myself and those key Administration officials who will be leading the 
fight in the area of AIDS research. As I mentioned, we have made 
good progress at both the NIH and FDA and would like to maintain 
our momentum under the new Administration. 

, , 

As you requested, we will be collecting our thoughts over the next 
couple of weeks regarding which of those health officials should be 
included in this meeting. After that time I will call you or Ms. Kelly 
to see what dates will be open for you. We will arrange our travel 
schedule accordingly. 

Mr. Stephens admires the President's committment to winning the 
war against AIDS. We sincerely apprecia}e your enthusiasm in 
setting up this meeting. 

Thanks again. 

Gary R. aulkner 

STEPHENS ENTERPRISES, INC. 


GRF:mc 




ExOxEmis, Inc. 

Corporate Office 

One Union National Plaza, Suite 1770 

. Little Rock; Arkansas 72201 

(501) 375-0940 FAX; (501) 375-4171 

December 16, 1992 

For more information contact: 
Steven Weintz 
ExOxEmis 

. . . (SOt) 375-0940 

FOR .IMMEDIATE' RELEASE 

Stephens Releases Test Data On AIDS Antiseptic. 

Little Rock, Arkansas, U.S.A. Jackson T. Stephens, Jr., reports that the 

National Institutes of Health has just completed a series of pre-clinical tests that 

demonstrate E!(act™ is effective in kil.1ing clinical isolates of HIV-1 in serum. 

Exact™ is the trade name for two enzymes-- Myeloperoxidase (MPO) and Eosinophil 

Peroxidase (EPO)--that have previously been docu~ented to kill the AIDS virus in

vitro, and could be used in a vaginal or anal suppository, or cream to prevent the 

spread of HIV and other Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STDs). 

"Just as important as the fact that Exact™ kills HIV-1 in serum, is that there 

was no cytotoxicity, and the animal studies indicated no inflammation or irritation .. 

We are very pleased with the support and efforts of the NIH to help us through this 

initial pre-clinical test stage, and we hope to begin human clinical trials in the first 

part of 1993." 

'We will take every precaution to insure the safety and efficacy of our product 

both here in the U.S. and abroad," said Stephens, commenting from his office in 

Little Rock. "All of our work to date has shown that Exact™ is both safe and 

effective. We are grateful for the government help in expediting testing." 

Stephens said: "The low cost of Exact™ makes it affordable for consumer use 

in suppositories, topical creams, lozenges, or lubricants. Use of Exact™ enhanced 



products could make a significant contribution in the prevention of AIDS and other 
~. 

Sexually Transmitted Diseases (STDs)." 

Because of the prohibitive cost of manufacturing even low concentrations of 

MPO and EPO, large clinical studies and commercial applications of the enzymes 

have, heretofore, not been possible. ExOxEmis has developed a proprietary 

manufacturing process which makes wholesale distribution of ExactTMviable. 

"Scorched Earth Versus Smart Bombs" 

To date, other antiseptics and topical anti-viral agents are effective against 

infectious microbes only at concentrations that damage surrounding tissue and the 

immune system. In 1918, Alexander Flemming, the inventor of penicillin, 

documented this problem; ExacFM solves it. 

Exact™ has a very high affinity for pathogens, but does no harm to 

surrounding tissue or helpful bacteria which naturally occur in the body. Stephens 

calls it the "smart bomb" of antiseptics. 

Exact™ uses a chemical called singlet molecular oxygen which occurs during 

a high energy reaction. The "killing" properties of this oxygen are restricted by its 

short lifetime. The region of singlet molecular oxygen' killing is about the width of a 

bacteria wall, so only organisms to which it binds are damaged. 

ExOxEmis discovered and documented Exact'sTM unique ability to bind 

primarily to harmful or pathogenic microbes without harming the normal flora. 

More About MPO and EPO 

Myeloperoxidase (MPO) and Eosinophil Peroxidase (EPO) are the two primary 

killing components of a group of white blood cells known as neutrophils and 

eosinophils. These cells are considered the foot soldiers of the human immune 

system because there are so many produced by the body and they are the first 

component employed by the body's defense mechanism. 

For many years, medical researchers have known these enzymes were 

effective microbe killers. What was not known was their selective ability to bind 

pritparily to pathogenic organisms. Exact™ employs MPO and EPO in this unique 

and previously undiscovered method of selective binding. 



ExOxEmis has completed the research, development, patent filings and 

manufacturing scale-up to supply Exact™ for commercial use. 

Exact™ Has Many Consumer Applications 

The most immediate benefit of Exact™ to the general public can be its 

application in the prevention of AIDS and other STDs. When fully developed as a 

'suppository, Exact™ can provide an effective barrier against infection. Exact'sTM 

ad~ition to donor blood bags to kill HIV and other blood transmitted diseases is a 

high devlopment priority with ExOxEmis. 

Because Exact™ can kill a variety' of pathogenic bacteria, viruses, yeasts, and 

molds, it has the potential for wide spread '~pplication in a diverse range of products 

-- these include: op;ttthalmic s~lutions; infant and,' enteral formulas; burn ointments; 

urinary tract lavages; feminine' hygene' products; surgical and consumer antiseptics; 
~ '. , ~ , 

skin care products and cosmetics. 
, ' 

ExOxEmis is riowoffering commercial licensing and distribution agreements 

to major companies for ExactTM, as '\VeIl, as bulk sales.to academic and industrial 

researchers. 

http:sales.to
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UTTLE ROCK COMPANY TOUTS AIDS DRUG 
BY STEVE BARNES 

LlTILE ROCK. ARK., JUNE 4, REUTER*-EXOXEMIS, INC., a privately held medical 
company, said Thursday it has asked for federal assistance in developing what it 
describes as the only topical antiseptic known to destroy the AIDS virus. 

Company officials said the enzyme-based formula, trade-named ExactTN' is 

neither a cure for AIDS nor a vaccine against the viral disease, for which there is no 

known cure. 


But they contended it promised significant protection against contracting the 

disease if employed as a prophylactic agent in vaginal douches, anal suppositories, 

mouthwashes or even hand soaps. 


"We think we have something that has enormous implications for containing the 
spread of AIDS," said Jackson T. Stephens, Jr., of Little Rock; chairman of ExOxEmis. 
Inc. 

ExOxEmis has laboratory and manufacturing facilities in San Antonio, Texas. 
Stephens Enterprises. Inc., of Little Rock is its owner. 

Stephens said Exact had demonstrated laboratory effectiveness against other 
. se>,Cually transmitted diseases as well as a range of other infectious diseases. 

Stephens said the company will present its preliminary findings to the Advisory 
Council of the National Institutes for Health in Washington September·15. 

It is seeking as much as $50 million in federal research 'funds to move the 
evaluation process through animal and. ultimately human testing. 

Every other pharmaceutical or biomedical company that has entered the AIDS 

research arena has. to our knowledge. focused exclusively on either a cure for HIV 

infection or a vaccine," Stephens said, "as opposed to our development of a topical 

prophylactic. If 


Stephens said sc'ientists had long known that Myeloperoxidase (commonly called 
MPO) and Eosinophil Perqxidase (EPO), both naturally occurring enzymes in mammals, 
were extremely potent anti-viral agents. . 

He said the company's research team had made a trio of scientific breakthroughs 
which led to its present application for assistance from the National Institute of Health 
and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. 

The first such breakthrough was the development of a process by which MPO and 
EPO could be extracted from cattle and swine in sufficiently pure, ample quantities to be 
extensively tested and commercially viable. 

Stephens said the company had elected not to patent the extraction process but to 
safeguard it as proprietary data. 

The second watershed discovery. Stephens said. was that MPO (MPO and E'?O are 
used interchangeably in biomedical parlance) would attack a pathogen such as the AIDS 
virus without first bonding to a molecular "carrier.It 

"We learned it has a natural affinity for pathogens," Stephens said. "It binds 

directly ,to the target cells." 


"But perhaps the most significant finding, according to Stephens, was that it 
binds to and attacks only pathogens, leaving untouched healthy cells and beneficial, 
naturally occurring microbes, such a,s those which promote digestion and fight minor 
infections. 

P6/(b)(6)

http:carrier.It


"It's a 'smart bomb,"" Stephens described ExactTM. "It has a very narrow kill 
zone." 

Stephens said ExOxEmis had not known of MPO's effectiveness against HIV until it 
learned of research being cOnducted by Drs. Seymour Klebanoff and Albert Coombs at the 
University of Washington School of Medicine. 

In a study published in the July 1991 Journal of Experimental Medicine 
(Rockefeller University Press). Klebanoff and Coombs wrote that an MPO-based 
formula could serve to "deactivate" HIV infection in laboratory tests. 

Stephens said ExOxEmis previously tested Exact™ against more than 40 other 
pathogens and discovered that it successfully attacked the harmful bacteria without 
disturbing adjacent, normal tissue. 

"Soon enough, we concluded Exact™ could be the perfect antiseptic," Stephens 
said. 

Solutions such as household bleach, while widely recommended to intravenous 
drug users as a method of selectively disinfecting hypodermic needles of the AIDS virus, 
damages human tissue. and is therefore without value as a surface antiseptic. 

The company said it is prepared to begin large-scale production of Exact™ and 
·", apply for certification by Federal regulatory authorities. a process Stephens said would 

take from one to two years. 
Stephens said ExOxEmis. created in 1987. was originally engaged in developing a 

process for detecting salmonella bacteria in poultry when its scientists. led by Or. 
Robert Allen. noticed the specificity with which MPO attacked pathogens. 

The company has since obtained one patent for MPO test applications and has a 
second patent pending. 

Stephens said ExOxEmis is already offering licenSing agreements to 
manufacturers of ophthalmic solutions, infant formulas and cosmetics, promoting the 
antiseptic and supplemental immunological benefits of ExactlM• 
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I testing drug . 

,to fight AIDS 


BY ANDREW MOREAU diseases when used in a vaginal 
Democrat,Gazette Business Writer douche, anal suppository, 1 ; 

A medical research company mouthwash or hand soap. "What 
founded by Little Rock busi we did was make this available 
nessman}ackson T. Stephens . to be put in humans in solu
Jr. is seeking federal aid for an tions," Stephens said of the 
antiseptic that an independent product. 
study shows destroys the AIDS . The enzymes, Myeloper~xi
virus. dase (MPO) and Eosinophil Per

The formula, developed by oxidase (EPO), have had nigh 
ExOxEmis Inc., is neither a cure manufacturing costs and as such 
nor a vaccine for the deadly have prevented clinical studies. 
virus. Rather it acts as protec The enzymes are produced ~at
tion against contracting the dis urally by mammals. 
ease. The product is a topical Another problem has been 
prophylactic. . . that antiseptics, in general, have 

"This stuff has great been effective agathst 
promise," Stephens said in an pathogens only at large concen
interview Thursday. trations that also damaged:tis
'. ExOxEmis, owned solely by sue. 	 ';.1 

Stephens, is scheduled to go be ExOxEmis was able: to 
fore the National Institutes for counter both problems, acc~rd~ 
Health on Sept. 15 to ask for up ing to Stephens. "What· we 
to $50 million. The money would added to the equation was, we 
be used to test the drug on ani noticed our product had a nat
mals and would move to humans ural affinity for pathogens~nd 
if initial testing is successful. left normal' flora alone;" 

"We have several avenues to Stephens said. "That's essen
.	finance the clinical develop tially what our proprietary in

ment of this and NIH is one of formation is and we're going to 

them," Stephens said. "They've protect it like the formula: for 

so far indicated a willingness to Coke." 

help us. They will help us get off In addition, the company.de

on th.e right foot with FDA, ve loped.a process to prod:uce 
which has the ultimate ap the enzymes at a cost that equid 
proval." be affordable for commercial 

The Food and Drug-Admin uses. "We figured out how to 
istration would have to approve produce this in bulk in com
any product before it could be mercially viable containers," . 
sold commercially. Stephens said·. "It's the first 

Exact, the trade name of the. time that's ever been done.!' 
enzyme, based drug, has .shown . ExOxEmis has about 16 em
potential to kifl the AIDS virus ployees at itsmallUfacturing 
and other sexually transmitted See EXACT, Page sq 

.&...I..a..I..I..I. 


Exact 

• Continued from Page 1 D 

and research facilities in San 
I\ntonio and operates its busi
ness office in Little Rock. 

The company can produce 
the product in gram quantities
and has the capacity to produce 
in kilograms, according to 
Stephens, who said the San An
tonio plant is 11,000 square 
feet. 
. Stephens founded the com

pany in 1985, and in 1987 re
seat'chers began work on the 
product that developed into 
Exact. The product was intend
ed for general antiseptic uses 
until a study in 1991 by the Uni
versity of Washington found it 
could be used to prevent trans
inission of AIDS. 

Seymour Klebanoff, a mem
ber of the National Academy of 
Science, and Robert Coombs, an 
ex-officio member of the Na
tional Advisory Board to NIH, 
conducted the study. 

"Their work was indepen
dent of. ours," Stephens said. 
Their study was published last 
July in the JOW'nal of Experi, 

. mental Medicine at Rockefeller 
University in New York. 

ExOxEmis has had success 
in other areas. The company, 
was awarded a U.S. patent in 
April for its Axis product line, 
which is an automated instru
mentation and integrated soft
ware that measures the sys
temic state of inflammation 
within 30 minutes using one 
drop of blood. That product is 
being sold to pharmaceutical
companies. . 

. '.. :".:.. 
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Public Health Service {i'~ DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &. HUMAN SERVICES 

...•.~~ 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda, Maryland 20892 

Solar Building· 
Room 2C22 
(lOl) 496-0700 

.January 7, 1993 

Jackson T. Stephens, Jr. 

Chairman, ExOxEmis Inc. 

1769 One Union National Plaza 

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 


Dear Mr. Stephens: 

As per our phone conversation of TUesday, January 5, 1993, I want 
to re-emphasize that the importance of continuing research and 
development of HIV viricides, such as MPO and EPO, is 
acknowiedged by us in the National Institute of Allergy and . 
Infectious Diseases. I have discussed the present state of 
development with Dr. Anthony Fauci, Institute Director, Dr. Pat 
Reichelderfer, Program Virologist, and Dr. Chuck Litterst, Drug 
Development and Surveillance Chief" 

As previously stated, we are committed to do animal efficacy 
studies in the guinea pig model of Herpes. We feel such animal 
model efficacy studies are a logical next step, and if these 
compounds prove positive in a Herpes model, would generate 
support and enthusiasm by the· AIDS Clinical Drug Development 
Committee (ACDDC). We are prepared to initiate animal studies 

. with an appropriate drug formulation provided by you that will 
ultimately be employed in clinical studies. 

\ 

We are also in agreement with your Scientific Director, Dr. Bob 
.Allen, that animal studies of local toxicity following vaginal
administration are critical. As you are aware, increased 
transmission of HIV has been associated with conditions of 
abnormal vaginal epithelium. The pathology report on the rabbit 
toxicology studies has been completed and you should be receiving 
a copy of the report shortly from Dr. Nancy Alexander ofNICHD. 
The~eportapparently describes considerable. toxicity with the 
gel base alone. Dr. Alexander's group does not formulate 
compounds, but, Dr. Allen ~as stated that the product (Exact)
could be formulated as a gel. It is unclear whether the 
formulation supplied to NICHD was tested in vitro for efficacy. 
Again, it will be important to per'form toxicity trials with the 
compound aJld formulation to be used in the clinical trial. 



Further. testing can proceed as soon as we'have received the 
revised compound. Once the various contractors have received 
this formulation, it will take approximately 3-4 weeks to 
complete the cell culture work, and 3-4 months to complete the 
animal efficiency studies. It is highly likely that the ACDDC 
will wish to evaluate the results of the animal efficacy studies 
before making a decision to proceed to clinical trials. . 

As we discussed, it is also important to continue the dialogue 
with the FDA to understand what other .suggestions or requirements 
they may have prior to initiating clinical trials. 

Again, I want to re-assure you that because this product and 
approach are very promising in preventing HIV-l transmission, we 
remain committed to assisting ExOxEmis so that this concept and 
product are developed in a timely manner. 

sincerely., .. 

~~')q~fiI1:J. 
steven M. schnittman~ M.D. 
Chief, Medical Branch 
Division of AIDS 
Clinical Research Program 
National Institute of Allergy 

and Infectious Diseases 
National Institutes of Health 

cc: 	 Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. 
Pat Reichelderfer, Ph.D. 
Chuck Litterst, Ph.D. 
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Stephens Enterprises, Inc. 
111 Center Street, Suite 1616 
Little R.ock, ArkiUWIS '72.2.Ol 

Tel: (501) 375-0940; Fax: (5015 3754171 

FAX-MEMO 

TO : CAROL RASCO 

WHITE HOUSE FAX# (202) 4S6·2878 . 


. FROM: OARY FAULKNER 
L.R. FAX 1# (501) 375-4171 

" 
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• Stephens En·terp,~i8e8" Inc • 
111 Center Slrcet; Suite 1616 

Little Ro~ Arkansas 72201 


Tel: (501)375-0940; Fax: (SOl) 375-4171 
 ~t~~ 
,FAXaoMEMO ~'}1)1 (}((t ~~ 

~~ot~·~~TO: Carol Rasco 

FROM: Gary Faulkner , 

RE: . ~~~ White House Meeting ,on AlPS , " ;, ,~'Hvnt. Jt-{Q.;DATE: March 1, 1993 

, __ ~~&M __ • ______________ , ~~ 
, 

-------------------------------.-.------.~---

,S~si~ Whitacre ad~ise8 me that you are re~dy ,to move forward with our ~~ 
meetmg at the, Whtte House. ; Below }Iou \\1111 fllld the names of those , ~lI' "1M J_ 
individuals who ore most fl:t~i1iltr with our effort and who we ,would like .u-'\i'l ro 
to have included in the meeting. ,'. ' " ~~ D(1 

tYv~~,Dt. Anthony S. Fauci Dr. Steven M. Schnittman 
A:s:socillte Dirc~tor Chief. Medical Bran~h ,~~~Office ot AIDS Research Division of AIDS 
National Institutes of Health Clinical Research Program ,,~ 
9000 Rockville Pike National Institute of AUergy . 

Room 7A03 and Infectious Digeases U\. rrt.M'J(

Bethesda, MD '2.089'2. Natiollal' Institutes of Health 


Dr. Jocelyn Elden Mr. William B. Schultz ' 
Surgeon General-Designllte Chief Counsel tor Food 
Arkansas Depanment of HeaJth and Drugs 
4815 West Markham Subcommittee on Health 
Little Rock. AR 72205 and Environment 

U.S. House or Representativea 

,In addition to the· representatives fl'Om our Company, we would be wide 
open to any other Administration Official!; you may wish to include in this 
discussion. 

, ,We will be' happy to arrange, our schedule to meet yours. but would 

suggest that we set 'the meeting sometime dUl'ing the week of 

March S, preferably the latter part of that week. 


'I wi11 follow~up this fax with 'a phone call lattlT today. Thanks again for 
coord,inating thh effort. ' 

TOTAL P.02 





nero And'Stephens said the:c ' 
'pany's goal is'to keep costs'do 
so the prp'ducts c.~l1:~bei;s,C?'f~. '. 
the general'publlc>".'It~lll;"b 
priced 'for~'over-the~co~tin't'e 
use," 'hEiisaid; "Tlien'iwe'"ca' 
make it well.within the'rea'cht1' 
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LR firm '8 anti-viral_'-.." 
ready for foreig~:.ma~! 
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JACKSON T.STEPHENS,JR.:'"lt's hot 
there's something olJ~ ther~,:t9f9mbat ~I, ' 

. .: -':r "i. "~'I;ifjl\i":' . ·i '~r\,f,r , 

' More than two dozen"coun- . ;to . 
tries, ranging from th~ African, 'I said. ,ll'e"c,o::al,t.J 

continent to Central and. South "::AIDSf,:~l:ui:,u'C:IJC:II\';A<1J;:;';; 
.America,. are targets' for the 'j \ways '. 
product. "We want .to find out. L c .. 
about the local customs and find .: ~)The, UrlJUll\:L','i:1IJUa,lCI,IU.Y. 

out what would be the best way ,:' I;",::¥,)
': ~ t·: i.".r't~if:~~:;'1i\",i[li'U:f~~Mln;til,jfU.", ' 
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BY ANDREW MOREAU 

Democrat·Gazetle Business Writer 


International markets may 
open soon for a Little Rock· 
based biomedical company that 
has developed a product·it says 
can help prevent the spread of 
AIDS and other viruses. 

In addition, ExOxEmis Ipc. is 
near agreement with drug com· 
panies interested in licensing 
and distribution rights for the 
product, which will ,be marketed 

. under the,trade name Exact. 
The privately held company, 
which has its laboratories and 
manufacturing facilities in San' 
Antonio, was founded by Little 
Rock investor Jackson T. 
Stephens Jr., . 

ExOxEmis is working with 
the National Institutes for 
Health to gain federal approval'

. for the product, which is made 
, up of the enzy~es m~elopero~·
idase and eosmophil perOXI
dase. Four sites for experi· 
menting in test tubes and ani
mals have been set up, Stephens 
said. "Everything that has come 
out of that has been positive," 
he added... . 

Public sales in the United 
States could be about 18 months 
away, so Stephens said his com
pany has been advised by the 
NIH to' begin trying to get into 
international markets. "They 
said they thought it would be 
beneficial," he said Monday.. 
"We have seen nothing that 
would temper our enthusiasm 
for the product." '.' 

International markets. may 
not require the 18,months' ap

, proval time expected in the 
United States. "We may be able 
to beat that significantly by 
going to foreign markets," 
Stephens said. 

,:Stephens 

.~ 	Continued from Page 1 D 

,gained some notice on its own 
: without any benefit of aggres

':sive marketing, according to 
.Stephens, whp said officials in 
::Italy; Japan and the United 

.:,.:" Kingdom have contacted the 
company about the medic~tion. 

. ,"They contacted us to find out 
" ,flOW to get It and how to use it,'" . 

:.' Stephens added. "It's hot right 
" 	 now and pepple want to know if 

there's something out there to 
combat AIDS!' . 

, ~. Besides going public with its 
. own product,ExOxEmis offi
cials have, been talking with 

'.' qrug com,panies about usillg the 
enzymes in their products.
Those uses could range from in
fant formulas to eye~care solu~ 
tions., . 

.,' • ~~,,; . " 1\'" q;H:l~"~,,:, i.~:~~ " 
"We have a variety of comp' 


nies that are i'nterested in ,this, 

Step'hEms said ',' ", !"'.' :';':; ~.ti'i~: 

" ,',j, ! i ,r.\lO'
BeSides the. primary fO~\.ls;on,t'~1"l 

AIDS prevention,Exact.cl?,\},ld,{):~,jl 
be used as, a, Qurn ointmeIltr::,to 
treat ,acne Ot; ,as. an 'antis'eptic 
"There are lots of application 

, that we havey-et to~stadwitll; 
he said.' "But the one~i ~e;;v~V' 
tested, we have be,eIl trem"e 
douslysuccessful.";j:,::,,·:V~'~, 

The enzymes used in:rExac 
have been kriownfor' ye'ars~as, , . 
effective;ap.t,i~virara~eri~~:!,l?pri~, . 
ExO~Emis 'ls,the fIrst 'co.mp~I1Y~~ 
~o.develop a>processto prM,l\~~~l.·
It m bulk m a cost-effectlve',man~,~l 
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An Exact 

Science 


Jackson T. StephensJr. And 

ExOxEmis On Verge . 


Of Marketing ·Antiseptic 'Drug, 

For AIDS Worldwide., 


By Tim Taylor 
Arkansas Business Staff' 

ExoxEmiS Inc. 
You might as well learn how to pro

nounce it. It's going to be the talk of 
the medical world very soon. ' 

ExOxEmis (Ex-OX-amiss) is a pri
vately held biological company hold
ing the key that could unlock the door 

. to AIDS prevention. 
The company, whose cOlporate office 

.	is in Little Rock, announced last week. 
it wou1d begin offeringintemational dis
tribution rights to two enzymes it mar~ 
kets under U1C trade name Exact. 

, Exact - the combination 9f 
myeloperoxidase and eosin phil per
oxidase - has been documented to 
kill on contact the virus causing' 
acquired immune deficiency syn
drome. Besides being a preventive 
measure against AIDS, Exact is being 
promoted for its potcntial use in such 
applications as ophthalmic solutions. 
infant formulas. urinary tract lavages, 
burn ointments, feminine douches 
and suppositories. 

. "That's what wc're.excited about," 
. saysJackson T. StephensJr., the chair

man of ExOxEmis and founder of 
Stephel)s Enlelplises Inc. "It has poten
tially widespread application. We think 
we have our hands around the most per
fect antiseptic ever seen." 

ExOxEmis. which has a laboratory 
and manufacturing facility in San 
Antonio, Texas, has approach cd health 
officials in several foreign countries 
including Z'lire, TanZ<U1ia, Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, France, Great Britain,Japan 
and Australia in .regard to the distri
bution of Ule antiseptic. . 

While the two enzymes are currently 
being tested by the National Institutes . 
of Health in Rockville, Md., for possible 
applications in tluee areas - human 
immunodeficiency virus•.sexually 
transmitted diseases and respiratory . 
ailments - ExOxEmis is pursuing 
.domestic and international patents 
for the product. 

Stephens expects approval on the 
patents witllin three months toa year. 

The advantage Stephens and 
ExOxEmis have over possible (:om~ 
petitors is the ability to produce ·the 
enzymes, very scarce until now, in mass 
quantities and at an affordable price. 

The antiseptic properties of the 
enzymes have been documented for 
some time, but the ex tr,eme cost of 
manufacturing them on even a small 
scale h3.$ prevented any.commercial 
or medical applications until now;' ", 
, . As a: result of extensive research 
and development .by ExOxEmis', 
founded by Stephens in 1987,a.pro
prietary manufacturing process now 
exists that allows for the wholesale dis- " 
tribution of Exact. 

Stephens' c9nnection to the bio
logical medicine field dates back seven 
years, when he.w(!..S approached by 
Forrest Seale about. financing the 
advancement of certain technologies 
Seale was scouting., ,',' /. .. ., ":'.(: 

Seale, a San Antonio accounting 
executive with a background in mar
keting and manufacturing,' and 
Stephens eventually foqned MCLAS, 
a company designed to explore the 
technologies, which included ari elec
tronically activated penile implant and 
a bowling advertising and scoring 
system. ' . 

.One of the technologieS, a lumi
nescent labeling system developed by 
the U.S. Air Force for diagnostic test· 
ing. was determined to be the most 
applicable~ Although'MCLAS waS even
tually diss()lyed, Seale and Stephens 
remained in a partnership and retained 
the rights to the luminescent labeling 
system. . 

ExOxEmis, short for excited oxygen 
emissions, was formed in.October 1987 
by Stephens and Seale, who brought 
aboard Robert C. Allen, then chief. 
pathologist at an. Army burn unit in 

. San Antonio. It was Allen's research. 
. and documen tation of the photon 
, output ofwhite blood cells during oxy
genation that led: to the production 
of Exact. .. ., .. 

. "Had we not gotten Dr. Allen, I 
probably would. not hav~ gone for
ward" with the manufacturing, says 
Stephens. . ':;, . : .' : 
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LEAN AND CLEAN: ·We think we have our hands around the most perfect antiseptic 
ever-.seen," says Jackson.T. Stephens Jr. of Exact, an anti:viral drug produced by 
his company,' ExOxEmis Inc. 

}I'··{/: .' .p~tJi~gen Killer 
;.:.:Before Exact came on the scene, 

common household bleach was ·the 
only antiseptidmown to kill the AIDS . 
virus on contact. Other antiseptics, 
used in large enough concentrations, 
proved to damage both surrounding 
tissue and the immune system, making 
them useless;. 

Exact, using a chemical called siri
gl~t molecular oxygen that OCcurs 
dwinga high-energy chemical reaction, 
produces a "killing" property that is 
restricted by its short lifetime. Because 
of this, Exact's region ofsinglet molec
ular oxygen killing is restricted and 
thus damages only the pathogens to 
which it binds. 

"It binds and kills specific pathogens 
while leaving normal tissue alone," 
explains Stephens, 40, the son ofLittle 
Rock financierJackson T. Stephens. 

"They're like smart bombs," he adds, 
"they go and kill pathogens prefer
entially," with various bacterium, viruses 
and yeast the targets of the "bombs." 

Its ability to kill the AIDS virus will 
be a priority in discerning the various 
applications ofExact, Stephen'l says. The 
product could be developed as a douche 
or as an additive to creams, jellies or 
lubricants, and could also be used to 
coat donor blood bags as a means of 
preventing the spread 'of HIV and 
other blood-t.rarismitted diseac;es. 

"We plan tosell the enzymes to com
panie-s:~ith existing product lines," 
says Stephens, re~erring to companies' 
such as contact lens solution produc
ers. 

"We can use the enzymes in the 
solution to clean lenses," he says. "In 

. the infant formula bUSiness, Exact may 
have a place as an additive to formula 

to help infants combat bacteria. And 
sometlling we may do ourselves is man- . 
ufacture the enzymes in suppository 
form or lozenge form, as a' preventa
tive to sexually transmitted diseases." 

AIl of these .markets could prove 
highly profitable for ExOxEmis and 
Stephens, who esljmates having spent 
'well into eight figures" on the research 
and manufacturing of Exact and the 
company's other products. 

With roughly $4 billion spent ,yorld
wide on ophthalmic products, more 
than $1 billion spent on infant for~ 
mrua in the u.s. and anotller $1 billion 

.spent on condoms alone in this coun
try. Exact eQuid prove to be a boon 
to both tJ1C medical and busincss com
munities. , 

Exact is' one of uuee product lines 
manufactured by ExOxEmis. Axis, 
already patented in the O.S., is a diag
nostictesting system llsed ~o mea
sure the systemic slate of inflamma
tion in the human body. Focus is a 
universal detection system for clinical 
chemistries, immunoa').says and genetic 
probes. 

But Exact is the company's present 
claim to fame. While l!-:XOxEmis doesn't 
exactly roll o[f the tip or t~he tongue, . 
Exact could very well bcc;ome a hou'le~ 
hold name. As part of the company's 
licensing arrangement, it will require 
each product using the enzymes to 
denote such Witll the Exact logo,jllst 
as Nutrasweet is in hundreds of prod
ucts across the counu·y. 

:What we want to be is an enzyme 
supplier to companies in these mar
kets, " says Stephens. "It would be hard 
to sell this product ifit wasn't 100 per

.cent better than what t11cy're using. 
And we believe it is." 0 



PU,blic Health Service .. ("~' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 8> HUMAN SERVICES,.::/ 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda, Maryland 20892 

Solar Building 
Room 2C22 
(301) 496-0700 

January 7, 1993 

Jackson T. Stepheris, Jr. 
Chairman, ExOxEmisInc. 
17690nepnion National Plaza 
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 

Dear Mr. Stephens: 

As per our phone conversation of Tuesday, Janu~ry 5, 1993, I want 
to re-emphasize that the importance of continuing research and, 
development of HI V viricides, such as MPO and EPO,is 
acknowledged by us in the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases. I have discussed the present state of 
development with Dr. Anthony Fauci, Inst~tuteDirector, Dr. Pat 
Reichelderfer, Program Virologist, and Dr. Cbuck Litterst, Drug 
Development and Surveillance Chief. 

As previously stated, we are committed to do animal efficacy 
studies in the guinea pig model of Herpes. We feel such animal 
model efficacy studies are a logical next step, and if these 
compounds prove positive in a Herpes model, would generat~ 
support and enthusiasm by the AIDS Clinical Drug'Development 
Committee (ACDDC). We are prepared to initiate animal studies 
with an appropriate drug formulation provided by you that will 
ultimately be employed in clinical studies. 

We are also in agreement with your Scientific Director, Dr. Bob 
Allen, that, animal studies of local toxicity following vaginal 
administration are critical. As you are aware, increased 
transmission of HIVhas been associated with conditions of 
abnormal vaginal epithelium. The pathology report on the rabbit 
toxicology studies has been completed and you should be receiving 
a copy of the report shortly from Dr. Nancy Alexander ,of NICHD. 
The report apparently describes considerable toxicity with the 
gel base'alone. Dr. Alexander's group does not formulate 
comp9unds, but, Dr. A-lIen has stated that. the product (Exact)
could be formula.ted as.a gel. It is unclear whether the 
formulation supplied to NICHD was tested in vitro for efficacy. 
Again, it will be. important to perform toxicity trials with the 
compound and formulation to be used in.the clinical trial. 



Further testing can proceed as soon as we have received the 
revised compound. Once the various contractors have received 
this formulation, it will take approximately 3-4 weeks to 
complete the cell culture work, and 3-4 months to complete the 
animal efficiency studies. It is highly likely that the ACDDC 
will wish to evaluate the results of the animal efficacy studies 
before making a decision to proceed to clinical trials. 

As we discussed, it is also important to continue the dialogue 
with the FDA to understand what other suggestions or requirements 
they may have prior to initiating clinical trials. . 

Again, I want to re-assure you that because this product and 
approach are very promising in preventing HIV~l transmission, we 
remain committed to assisting ExOxEmis so that this concept and 
product are developed in a timely manner. 

Sincerely, 

, ~''lvt~M:1. 
Steven M. Schnittman, M.D. 
Chief, Medical Branch 
Division of AIDS 
Clinical Research Program 
National Institute of Allergy 

and Infectious Diseases 
National Institutes of Health 

cc: 	 Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. 
Pat Reichelderfer, Ph.D. 
Chuck Litterst, Ph.D. 



, 
J.T. Stephens, Jr. 

Chairman and Chiei E:(ecf4ti~'e Officer 

ExOxEmis. Inc, (512)491·0757 
18585 Sigma Road fAX.(512) 491·0038 
San A')(onio', Tc,\us 7K!58 WATTS·J.(800) 527·3196 
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